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This plugin simulate the behavior of a classic valve amplifier, applying a smoother effect to your music or audio, making them sound warmer and more realistic. Input: There are 2 input jacks with volume and input gain control, as well as a switching for the type of tube. Output: Two parameters for level control, using a standard headphone output jack. Tube: There are two parameters for tube saturation.
Preamp Emulator is a simple tool available as a VST plug-in that can be incorporated in any music program designed for sound creation and processing. The purpose is to mimic the tube preamps and to reduce the sharpness of digital tracks, making them sound warmer and closer to what the use of real tubes would produce. Installation and options Its installation varies depending of the VST host used. In
most cases the downloaded file just needs to be stored in the plug-in directory of the host. For the purpose of testing we used the Reaper package. The interface is simple as there are only a few options to deal with. There is the input control knob, a selection of two tubes and a control for setting the output level. Furthermore, the plug-in offers the possibility to adjust the amount of tube saturation effect
that is used for the loaded track. Input control is in charge with applying gain to the signal prior to sending it to the tube. Conclusion Working with the plug-in is not a difficult task as all you have to do is adjust the knobs to the desired level. More challenging, though, is to notice the differences between the plain file and the one that has the warmer preset applied. Preamp Emulator installs easily and it can
be a real asset to any sound producing aficionado that wants to create results closer to real sound. Preamp Emulator Description: This plugin simulate the behavior of a classic valve amplifier, applying a smoother effect to your music or audio, making them sound warmer and more realistic. Input: There are 2 input jacks with volume and input gain control, as well as a switching for the type of tube. Output:
Two parameters for level control, using a standard headphone output jack. Tube: There are two parameters for tube saturation. published:18 Apr 2017 views:97204 more at How ToDjOnLine:
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Waves Radial RetroSynth - the flagship of the RetroSynth family of Synthesizers. The Radial Synth adds lowpass filter, a rich oscillator with high Q factor and an audio oscillator with full waveform. What is RADIALLY RACKED Radial has been re-designed from the ground up, the biggest feature of which is the iconic Radial Synth look. It's a classic Radial sound but with some new features and synth
sounds. Radial has also been redesigned for you to play better. Radial is more responsive, has a new keybed and new scoring system. Radial is loaded with expertly designed, hand-tuned synth sounds. Keyboard We've kept the iconic "retro" keybed but updated the look and feel of the keyboard. The soft, velvety keys have been sculpted to feel more authentic to the sound. The Radial's synth sounds are
much more responsive and you'll notice the subtle nuances in the samples we created. Great sounding samples and one of the best-sounding sounds on any synth on the planet. The Radial has several easy-to-use performance features such as the graphical score system, integrated sequencer and array editor. Radial Studio Radial Studio is the ultimate music creation tool, with its award-winning IK-ONE
innovative digital audio workstation. It includes a feature-rich synth, a powerful synth-sequencer, a complete audio-effect studio, sequencing and mixing tools, a workflow manager, pro performance tools, and more. EXPRESSIVE POWER The Radial has plenty of sound-shaping features to create any sound. Its breathtaking audio engine delivers up to 125db of peak signal into your monitors. We've
added "Expressive Power" that makes Radial's core synth sound even more expressive. Radial also includes a flexible toolset to create amazing sound in the studio. The IK-ONE Synthesizer Engine The Radial Radial synth engine delivers powerful, expressive sounds for complex compositions. Radial offers 3 oscillators and a modelled filter with the option to add lowpass filter with a resonant peak. Radial
also includes a "real" lowpass filter with a variable cutoff, plus envelope modulation for modulation processing. Full-waveform synthesis is 1d6a3396d6
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Analog emulation plug-in offering four emulated preamp stages and a control for setting the output level. LFO-Toy VST Plug-in LFO-Toy is a looper effect plug-in that adds LFO (low frequency oscillator) modulation to a selected input. It has been inspired by real analog hardware devices in search of those powerful and complex effects that sound great even with just a few controls. Installation and
options LFO-Toy is compatible with all major VST hosts. It does not depend on what hosts you are using because it is very simple to download and install. Just load the plug-in and the rest is done by the host. Controls There are two LFOs, the one for the VCO (vibramatic pitch control) and the one for the LFO, both controlling the modulation effect. Pitch is the only control you will be using with this plug-
in. It defines the pitch value of the LFO signal in relation to the input signal. The LFO LFO signal is modulated on its own, meaning that there is no correlation with the original input signal. You can control the speed of the LFO with the two knobs above the pitch control. You can also add an offset to the modulation. Input level control The signal is attenuated after the modulation is applied, but if you
need to have more gain on the signal or attenuate it even more, the control allows you to reduce or increase the effect. Input selection control LFO-Toy can be set to process a single input, the overall mix, the drums or even the master bus. There are two knobs for selecting the input. Output control The final output level can be controlled with the control. Conclusion LFO-Toy is an impressive plug-in, as it
has a simple but effective GUI. It will take a little more knowledge and practice to understand what is happening under the hood, but it will be worth it. PPMister VST Plug-in PPMister is a pitch-predictive pitch muting plug-in that can be used in any music track to achieve pitch-perfect sound. It is simple to use and quite fast. Installation and options PPMister is available for 32-bit and 64-bit Windows
systems. It can be used with any VST host. To install it you have to go to the

What's New in the Preamp Emulator?

Preamp Emulator is a simple tool available as a VST plug-in that can be incorporated in any music program designed for sound creation and processing. The purpose is to mimic the tube preamps and to reduce the sharpness of digital tracks, making them sound warmer and closer to what the use of real tubes would produce. Installation and options Its installation varies depending of the VST host used. In
most cases the downloaded file just needs to be stored in the plug-in directory of the host. For the purpose of testing we used the Reaper package. The interface is simple as there are only a few options to deal with. There is the input control knob, a selection of two tubes and a control for setting the output level. Furthermore, the plug-in offers the possibility to adjust the amount of tube saturation effect
that is used for the loaded track. Input control is in charge with applying gain to the signal prior to sending it to the tube. Conclusion Working with the plug-in is not a difficult task as all you have to do is adjust the knobs to the desired level. More challenging, though, is to notice the differences between the plain file and the one that has the warmer preset applied. Details: Version: 1.3 Publisher: iZotope
Developer: iZotope OS Supported: Windows 7 (64-bit), Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 Description: Maximizer, the main tool of the Applied Rigor Suite. If you are looking for a powerful tool for ultimate ease in your recording and mixing process, you need to look no further than Maximizer. This powerful feature-rich tool offers many unique features and tools, many of which are found only in
the world's most expensive consoles. In addition to the extensive Rigor Rig plugin collection, Maximizer offers the new advanced process controls feature for endless creative possibilities. Thanks to its unique process controls feature, combined with our manual adjustable parameters for ease of use, we have created a comprehensive tool to improve and refine your creative process. Key Features 16
process controls 50 module processors 10 unique algorithms Z-Processing 5-band graphic EQ Process dynamics Automated management of equalizers and dynamics Process LFOs Categorized algorithm browser Lots of preset formats and filter types 5-band graphic EQ Details: Version: 3.1 Publisher: Applied Rigor Developer: Applied Rigor OS Supported: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1,
Windows 10 Description: StandAloneX, the main tool of the Applied Rigor Suite. When you need to adjust and trim a stringed instrument or a synth patch, the StandAlone toolset is your ultimate resource. It offers 6 flexible tools to achieve this goal. All tools offer easy step-by-step adjustment and the
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System Requirements:

Requires 2.0 or higher Windows 7 Intel Core i3-3217 CPU 2.40 GHz 1 GB RAM 256 MB GPU Intel Core i5-2320 CPU 2.60 GHz Intel Core i5-2400 CPU 2.50 GHz Intel Core i7-2600 CPU 3.40 GHz Intel Core i7-3770 CPU 3.
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